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Summary 

The imaging of Cerenkov light on to photosensitive de
tectors promises to be a powerful technique for identifying 
particles in colliding beam spectrometers. Toward this end 
two and three dimensional imaging photon detectors are be
ing developed at SLAC. The present techniques involve photon 
conversion using easily ionized exotic chemicals like tetrakis-
dimrthyl-amino-cthjrlene (TMAE) in a drift and amplifying 
gas mixture of methaoe and tsobutane. 

Single pbotoelcctrous from Cerenkov light are currently be
ing drifted 20 cm and a new device under study will be used to 
study drifting up to SO cm along a magnetic teld. A abort de
scription of a large device currently being designed Tor the SLD 
spectrometer at the Stanford Linear Collider will be given. 

Motivation 

Flavor tagging in the new SLD spectrometer at the 
Stanford Linear Collider will be accomplished by a powerful 
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Fig. I. The number of events versus Kir mass for two parti
cles from the same side jets produced in Z' decay; (a) and (b) 
for all neutral charge combinations; and (c) and (d) after topol
ogy selection and particle identification in the SLD. (a] and (c) 
include all secondary momenta while (b) and <dj include high 
momenta only (fHoi > 8 GeV/c). 

combination of a high precision vertex detector and a Cerenlov-
ring-imaging device. This will be a unique approach to the 
problem since the SLC machine parameters permit dose in
stallation of the vertex detector and, consequently, rather high 
tagging efficiency for the weak decays of heavy quarks and.lcp-
lons. The final state particle identification from the Cerenkov 
counter together with this secondary vertex tag allows extremely 
clean charm and bottom signals to be obtained with Ugh effi
ciency. As examples of the power of the system, the D signal 
in he and A'** mass plots as derived from Z° decay jets using 
the SLD flavor tag oystem are shown in Pigs. I and 2. Very 
dean mass peaks ate observed, permitting background-free de
tailed studies of CP violation on cascade decay parameters. 
The efficiency and cleanliness of an inclusive D meson tag are 
summarized in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 2. The number of events versus Kffir mass for three 
particles with total charge plus or minus one from same side 
jets produced in Z* decs}-; (a) and (b) for all combinations; 
and (e) and (d) after topology and particle identification cuts 
in the SLD. (a) and (c) include all secondary momenta while 
<b) and (d) include high moment* only (PM > 8 GeV/e). 

Other Technologies Considered 

•Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract 
DB-AC03-76SF005I5. 

Before committing to CRIDs for the particle identification 
in SLD, the coUabocatioo considered several other technolo
gies from a performance point of view: (1) time-of-fiight (TOF) 
with scintillators; (2) TOF with spark counters; (3) ionization 
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Fig. 3. (a) The traction of 0 decays containing a charged K 
which ran be tagged (efficiency) versus the number of standard 
deviations by which the track misses the origin for the SLD and 
for a "best" LEP detector. The LEP detector is assumed to 
have a ring imaging Cerenkov system allied to a good vertex 
detector, but placed much further from the interaction point, 
consistent with the design of the LEP machine. 
(b| The fraction of identified K tracks which miss the origin 
by more than the given number of standard deviations which 
come from D decays. 

from energy loss (dE/dx); and (4) threshold Cerenkov, The key 
factors that were brought out in discussion of their application 
arc shown in Table I along with (be advantages and disadvan
tages of CRID. The conclusion of the collaboration was that 
C'RID was the most attractive alternative, 

SLD CRIP Design 

Principle of Ring - Imaging Detectors 

The principle was first put forward by Arthur Roberts2 

and recently reintroduced by the practical proposal from Ypsi-
lantb and Seguinot.3 It has now bean adapted to several quite 
different experimental geometries.4 

_ _ Table I 

1. Time-of-Plight 
(a) Scintillator 

( i | Momentum range too low 
(ii) Magnotic field/phototube problem 

(b) Spark counter 
{i) Significantly better momentum range 
I ii) New technology 
(iii) Segmentation potential unclear 

Ionization from Energy Loss (dE/dx) 
( i | Moderately good momentum range 
{ ii) Ambiguous regions 
(iii) Significant change to central tracker design 

(pressure and gas) 
Threshold Cerenkov 

(i) Good momentum range 
(ii) Segmentation 'imiled 

Ring-Imaging Cereokov 
(i) Excellent momentum range coverage, especially 

with dull radiator approach 
{ ii) Excellent segmentation in drift detector, even 

overlapping rings can be distinguished 
(iii) New technology 
| ir) Cost higher than (IK (S) tad (3) but not 

dramatically 
(v) Robust detector, can lose performance and still 

be much better than (1), (J) and (3). 

When Cerenkov light from a charged particle is optically 
focused onto a detector, the radius or the circle of Cerenkov 
light is a measure of the Cerenkov angle, which in turn is a 
measure of the velocity of the particle. The information on the 
velocity and the momentum of tho particle permits an estimate 
of the particle mass. A device with gas and liquid radiators and 
with an ultraviolet photon detector allowing a few perceul de
termination of the Cerenkov angle, will provide good JT, K and 
P separation over essentially the full momentum range of SLC. 
Combined with the calorimetry, this also provides good lepton 
and badroo identification over tbe full momentum range. 

In Tig. 4 (a), a charged particle passes perpendicularly 
through a thin liquid radiator producing light at approximately 
*5" depending on the particle velocity and the index of refrac
tion of the liquid. If this Cerenkov light is allowed to propa
gate some distance before encountering the photon detector, it 
will form a 'proximity focused" image at the detector. Light 
produced in the gis radiator is focused back onto tbe photon 
detector by spherical mirrors and forms a sharp image whose 
radius depends on the magnificat ion of the optical system, tbe 
index of refraction of the gas, and the velocity of the particle. 
Using liquid (FC-72) with an index of refraction n = 1.277 and 
isobntane with n = 1.4017, the proximity focused circle for a 
relalivistie particle would be around 17 em radius and about 
1.5 cm thick for the liquid, and approximately 3 cm in radius 
and less than 1 mm thick for the gas as shown schematically 
in Tig. 4 |b). 

Tbe Cerenkov photon* from the charged particle of inter
est pass through quartx windows on the front and back of the 
detector box and are converted fay photo-lonisatlon of gaseous 
TMAE (telrakis dimethyl amino ethylene), which has a very 
high quantum efficiency In the range 17CO to 2200 A. The 
detector box is wound with a field cage establishing an elec
tric drift field along the axis of the detector box, as shown in 
Fig. S. The photoelertrons drift at constant velocity down the 
box until they arrive at the detector, which Is a picket fence of 
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Fig. 4(B) The GRID principle for a two radiator lyttero. 
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Tig. 4(b) Site of Hug images 
produced at 90* in a liquid and 
gas radiatoi. 

multi-wire proportional counters. The coordinates of the point 
of origin of the photoelectron are recorded as the drift lime of 
the electron and the wire address at which the electron was 
counted. The conversion depth which gives the parallax error 

Fig. 5. Photon detector schematic. 

from the third coordinate information. The Gercakov 
igk for the man* photons from each charged particle may, 
principle, be meanred to an accuracy of • few percent, »l-

•inarabjgwiin identification of final stale particles from 
1 GeV/c up to over 35 CeV/c. 



The problems that most be solved in the design and irri
gation of a CRID are: 
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Minimizing all sources of aberration) of the Cerenkov 
circle on the detector plane; 
Developing a large-area, high-quantum efficiency photo-
cathode to detect the image of the Cerenkov circle; 
Developing an efficient, single-electron detection system 
which is immune to the regenerative photon feedback 
background; 
Keeping all gases, liquids, and surfaces clean such that 
the far UV reflectance and transmission are maintained 
near their maximum value for the life of the experiment; 
Maintaining good control of all fields affecting the drift 
of the single photoelectrons; 
Signal processing; and 
Pattern recognition. 
The Liquid Radiator: 
The choice of the material for the liquid radiator is 

driven by the need to have good transparency in the 
far ultraviolet with small chromatic dispersion and aa 
km- an index of refraction as possible. The best can
didate (without using materials that require cryogenic 
temperature control to remain liquid) is FC-72: CsFu. 
perHuoro-n-hcxane, with small admixtures of other iso
mers and some other perfluoro-pnrarnns. It has an index 
of refraction Bi-ound 1.277 in the wavelength region of 
interest, and a rather small chromatic dispersion. The 
useful wavelength window far the SLD CRID is given by 
the absorption and transmission properties of t i e ma
terials chosen; the resulting window la 1700-2300 A as 
summarized in Fig. 6." 

The great affinity n* FC-72 for absorbing gases, espe
cially oxygen, can cause reduced UV transmission and, 
hence, reduced overall quantum efficiency. Thus it is es
sential to keep the FC-72 free of dissolved gases. The 
transmission of FC-72 is shown in Fig. 7 for a liquid 
at three different levels of cleanliness: a) spectroscopic 
grade CQFH, b) an FC-72 sample after passio j through 
an Oxisorb Biter, and e) an FC-72 sample left standing 
in a partially sealed container The UV transmission of 
FC-78 can be maintained by continuously circulating the 
liquid through a purification system. 

B&D Status at SLAC 

The SLAC R&D effort has centered around a 20 em drift 
box with a PWC picket fence at the end. The proximity fo
cussing method he* been used exclusively for generating the 
Cerealov light. The radiator in use is the FC72 Squid radia
tor. The device b illustrated in Fig. 8. 

The transparency of the freon radiator has been improved 
by circulating the liquid through an oxygen absorbing filter 
(Oxisorb) before fining the cell. Improvement n> the spec
tral transmission in the region of interest is shown ia Fig. 7. 
Seme deterioration of the transparency in the cell occurred dur
ing the tests therefore a recirculating system is being 
developed. 

The drift box is filled with methane (70%) and isobutane 
(309Z). This gu combination is the best found to date Tor 
producing a reasonable pulse height spectrum from single pho
toelectrons. Even so the pulse spectrum becomes very broad 
with the increase in voltage over plateau as shown in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 6(a) Transmission of quartz, isobutane, and quantum efficiency of TMAE. 
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Fie- 6(b) Transmission of quartz, FC-72 and the quantum efficiency ot TMAE. 

Fig 7. Transmission o[ three FC-72 samples 
a? a function or wavelength: (a) Spectroscopy 
grade CoFj«. (b) After circulation through 
Oxiiorb filter, (c) FC-72 after exposure to air 
(Oj and W;0, dr.). 

The pbotoioniting ESS, TMAE, is used by passing the 
mctuane-itobutene mixture through a bubbler at 28°C and 
keeping all downstream gas lines and the drift box/detector 
at 85*C to amid condensation of the vapor. 

Two picket fence detectors have been used to dale: one is a 
conventional PWC with 20 /i wires spaced at S nun, the other 
consists of 20 /t wires spaced at 4 mm with solid copper blinds 
between each amplifying wire. UV photons produced during 
the gaseous amplificatroD of jpnixalion electrons are partially 
blocked from producing secondary paotQetectrons. This is es
pecially important when the primary iooiiation originates from 
the dE/dx loss due to a charged particle passing through the 
drilt region producing hundreds of primary electrons, which 
drift down to the picket fence. 

The electronics consisted of a low noise hybrid preampli-
6er attached to the amplifying wire a few centimeters tram 

the detector. This stage was followed by 40 feet of 100 ft coax 
and a 733 postamplifier. The output signals were discrimi
nated by modified (desensitised) LeCroy PWC discriminators. 
A TAC with four hit capability then stored the time informa
tion until digitized by a fast scanning, microprocessor-driven 
ADC (called a brilliant ADC or BADC). A total of tiatyfour 
channels with four hits each were stored in the BADC un
til readmit through CAMAC by the FORTRAN pti)£r>T* in 
the VAX. 

With each event two PWC beam chambers with 1 mm wire 
spacing were read out. Two t and two y planes separated by 
SO cm deGned the tracks which were then extrapolated to the 
plane of the drift b * . Each hit from the drift boa electronics 
could be converted to centimeters and treated as a residual 
from the extrapolated beam track. Each hit was therefore an 
independent measurement of the ring radius on Certnltov angle 
subject to the uncertainties of the proximity focussing method. 
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Fig. 8. (a) The drift box and Cerenkor radiation cdL (b) The drill bos and bean chamber. 
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Fig. 9. Pobe height spectrum setup variation from 
4.1 to 4.5 KV and the unblinded picket fence detector. 

Fig. 10 shows the photeetectren residuals {a and y) in the 
drill region from a few hundred extrapolated bean tracks. The 
picket fence gain was high for this ptetnn in order to illustrate 
the photon feedback which dominates the residuals after the 
beam kwitatwo drifts into the picket fence. 

Fig. 11 represents a few hundred tracks alter turning the 
gain down to a more reasonable value, however some feedback 
still exists. 

Fig. 1! shows a few hundred tracks using the ssme drift 
box but now employing the picket fence detector with solid 

X RESIDUAL 

Fig. II. * and y residuals for a few hundred 
beam tracks: moderate gain, moderate feedback. 

10 

Fig. 10. I and * residuals tor A few hundred 
beam tracks: high gain, high teed back. 
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Fig. 18. r and j residuals for s few hundred 
beam tracks: blinded picket fence detector. 
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Tig. 13. Radius projection of x-y reiiduak for the blinded 
detector. Radiator-out data has been subtracted, 
copper blinas between each wire to block the lateral spread of 
tbe feedback photons. There is an improvement in the feedback 
but more improvement is needed in order to detect very "clean" 
Ccrenkov photon rinp. 

Tig. 13 illustrates in a radius plot, the strength of the 
Ceri/nkov signal relative to background Tor the blinded detector. 
Several individual events are shown in Fig. 14. 
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Fig. 14, Individual CercnkovRings taken with the 
unblinded detector operating at moderate gain. 

When one counts tbe pbotoelectrons for the unblinded de
tector in the early time semi-circle one finds S-8 photoelectroas 
per image. An average of twelve for a complete circle can be ex
pected when the feedback is eliminated. Upon remeasuring tbe 

MWPC PHOTON PETECTOH IHSUHTION 

Pig. IS. Long drift vrilb magnetic field test device. 
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transparency of the FC72 sample used in this date we found 
that it was 303e< worse tbaD the best measurements when it 
was recirculated through OnUorb. Correcting for the FC72 
absorption (and nothing else), we calculated an No of forty-
two where we expect fifty from information on 1MAE quantum 
efficiency, quart! and FC72 transparency. 

The SLD CRD) design requires the drifting of photoekc-
trons moderate distances in a magnetic field. We bare therefore 
constructed and will soon begin tests on the 80 cm drift device 
show to Fig. 15. It wiH anew os to test the problem of drifting 
photoelectroos long distances end also to study the effects of a 
coltincar magnetic field, as the box fits inside ft 1 m gap dipole 
magnet capable of fields up to 20 kilogsuss. 

SLIT TUBE ARRAY (PICKET FENCE) 

State Wire 

—<jj»p 
INl-MC 

Fig. 16{a) A photon detector using slit lubes. 

There is a need to readout the third coordlnatt in the 
drift box (wire number aod drift time are currently readout). 
The uncertainly in the photos conversion depth contributes sig
nificantly to the separation capability of the SLD CRID device. 
Toward this end we are planning to use the device illustrated 
in Fig. 18. The key elements are: 

1. Separation of the gain mechanism into a low-gain pre-
amplifieation gap and a low-gain proportional tab*; 

2. Nearly complete btoching of feedback photons by 
the tube; 

3. Reduced positive ion feedback bora the tub* into 
the drift region by the pnamplificalion gap; and 

4. Improved spatial resolution along the picket fence 
as a consequence of the large electron cloud 
emerging from the preamplifieation gap which enters 
one or two neighboring proportional tubes. 

Preamplification gaps have been used in recent years," espe
cially for delecting single photons, with high gains la a variety 
of gases, although here we need only a modest gab) of twenty* 
five (after transfer gap losses). The electrostatic study shown 
in Fig. K (b) indicates that collection efficiency of charge from 
the preampUBctlloa gap into the split tube is 100%. 

SLD Design Status 

Fig. 17 shows the barrel and end cap CRIDs as they are cur
rently designed for SLD. The goal of 98% coverage is achieved 
by this design. The barrel region tbree meter central barrel 
detector is broken into four drift regions or 75 cm each to avoid 
problems of very high voltages and long drift paths. Each wire 
is readout at both ends so that each pbotoelectron is measured 

4 8 4 
4742A109 

Fig. 10(h) Electrostatics of detector. 
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Fig. 17, Schematic of barrel and eodcap longitudinal lection. 

in thret-dimeosioiis by use of charge division. Each end cap 
consists of a single volume mad* of twelve pie shaped drift fields. 
Pboioele-trons drift outward at the Lorenti angle to one of the 
twelve detectors of the outer circumference. 

The particle separation characteristics of the device ate 
shewn in Pig. J8. A study m a made which demonstrated 
thai a loss of photon detection efficiency of 50% will move the 
separation curves toward lower momentum by only a few GeV, 
leaving the device orach more effective than other methods of 
particle separation. 

Conclusion 

ID conclusion, particle Identification still looks ss though 
it may prove to be an important component of colliding beam 
spectrometers, especially when combined with a good vertex 
detector. Particle separation performance curves for Cerenkov-
ring-imaging make it a clear choice for the physics goals. R&D 
results at SLAC have shown tbat the imaging of 10-25 photo-
electrons from the particle1) Cerenkov light fa possible, 
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Fig. 18. Particle separation capability of the CRID system at 
00° versus momentum. The performance of the liquid (FC-72) 
and gas (isobutaoe) radiators ateshowe separately. The curves 
ere "saturated" at 10 a- (see text). The dashed line indicates the 
region where the heavier particle is below radiator threshold. 
The separation is shown for; a) e/sr, b) «•/&', and c) K/p. 
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